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Abstract

The CpG dinucleotide is disproportionately represented in human genetic variation due to the hypermutability of 5-

methyl-cytosine (5mC). We exploit this hypermutability and a novel codon substitution model to identify candidate

functionally important exonic nucleotides. Population genetic theory suggests that codon positions with high cross-species

CpG frequency will derive from stronger purifying selection. Using the phylogeny-based maximum likelihood inference

framework, we applied codon substitution models with context-dependent parameters to measure the mutagenic and

selective processes affecting CpG dinucleotides within exonic sequence. The suitability of these models was validated on
.2,000 protein coding genes from a naturally occurring biological control, four yeast species that do not methylate their

DNA. As expected, our analyses of yeast revealed no evidence for an elevated CpG transition rate or for substitution

suppression affecting CpG-containing codons. Our analyses of .12,000 protein-coding genes from four primate lineages

confirm the systemic influence of 5mC hypermutability on the divergence of these genes. After adjusting for confounding

influences of mutation and the properties of the encoded amino acids, we confirmed that CpG-containing codons are under

greater purifying selection in primates. Genes with significant evidence of enhanced suppression of nonsynonymous CpG

changes were also shown to be significantly enriched in Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man. We developed a method

for ranking candidate phenotypically influential CpG positions in human genes. Application of this method indicates that
of the ;1 million exonic CpG dinucleotides within humans, ;20% are strong candidates for both hypermutability and

disease association.
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Introduction

Distinguishing phenotypically influential from nonfunctional

genetic variants remains amajor challenge in human genetics.
The increasing ease of obtaining whole-genome sequences

emphasizes the importance of distinguishing genetic variants

likely to contribute to disease risk which can in part be

addressed by prior identification of candidate positions for

disease causation (Cooper et al. 2010). One approach to this

problem is to exploit comparative genomics information. It

has been argued that genetic variants at a position conserved

in related species are strong candidates for phenotypic effect
in humans (Miller and Kumar 2001; Kumar et al. 2009). Here,

we advance this approach, showing that consideration of dif-

ferences in mutation pressure can enhance the discrimination

of disease/nondisease genetic variants. In particular, we ex-

ploit knowledge of the hypermutability of cytosine within

the CpG dinucleotide (Sved and Bird 1990) for analyses of

exonic sequences, demonstrating CpG codons are subjected

to stronger purifying natural selection. We further identify the

genes containing these codons and predict specific function-

ally important residues.

Classic population genetics theory establishes the equilib-
rium frequency of a sequence state is governed by the

relationship between mutagenicity and functional signifi-

cance. To illustrate this, consider a genetic locus with two

alleles A and a. If the mutation rate of A/a is l and of

a/A is m, the equilibrium frequencies are m
mþl for allele A

and l
mþl for allele a (Sved and Bird 1990). When the two al-

leles exert different effects on phenotype, the equilibrium

frequencies depend on the mode of natural selection. If al-

lele a is recessive, strongly deleterious and present at a low

frequency (so we ignore m); the relative fitnesses of each

genotype AA, Aa, and aa are 1, 1, and 1 � s, respectively,
where s is the selection coefficient against genotype aa. The
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equilibrium frequency of allele a is then approximately
ffiffi
l
s

q
(Hartl and Clark 2007). In this simple scenario, either higher

mutability (large l) or less disadvantage (small s) of allele a
will increase the equilibrium frequency of a. These within-

population processes should also manifest in sequence di-

vergence between species such that the probability of a

sequence state not being substituted depends on the mu-

tation rate and functional significance. Hence, conservation

of hypermutable bases at a sequence position implies very
large s (strong purifying selection) and thus functional im-

portance.

The hypermutability of CpG dinucleotides in vertebrates

(Coulondre et al. 1978; Cooper and Youssoufian 1988) sug-

gests a distinctive functional profile for CpG-containing

codons. CpG sites exhibit higher mutability than other di-

nucleotides due to the addition of a methyl group to cyto-

sine, resulting in 5-methyl-cytosine (5mC). This mutation
pressure is applicable to CpG-containing codons because

exons are generally methylated (Tornaletti and Pfeifer

1995; Rabinowicz et al. 2003). Opposition to the loss of

exonic CpG arises because CpG-containing codons encode

a collection of amino acids (alanine, arginine, proline, ser-

ine, and threonine) with different physico-chemical proper-

ties that can be the target of natural selection.

To illustrate the difference in CpG equilibrium frequencies
expected under different modes of selection, consider the

impact on a species’ genome when the species moves from

a state of no DNAmethylation to one of methylation at CpG

dinucleotides. Given the CpG / TpG/CpA mutation rate

is about one order of magnitude higher than the reverse

(Duncan and Miller 1980; Bulmer 1986; Sved and Bird

1990), 1) neutrally evolving codonswill move toward a lower

frequency of CpG; 2) CpG’s at functionally significant codons
will be maintained by substantial purifying selection against

amino acid changes. A direct consequence of this process

is that conserved CpG dinucleotides have an increased like-

lihood of functional significance compared with other dinu-

cleotides. This conjecture has an important implication for

finding positions where amino acid polymorphisms affect

protein function and are associated with disease.

Previous examinations of the interaction between
CpG mutability and natural selection within protein-

codingsequences have flaws. One approach was to apply

codon substitution models as these allowed formal hypo-

thesis testing under the phylogeny-based maximum likeli-

hood framework. Extending Goldman and Yang’s model

(Goldman and Yang 1994), Huttley (2004) introduced

CpG context-dependent substitution parameters to assess

relative substitution rate and selective strength at CpG’s
compared with other types of nucleotide substitutions.

CpG-containing codons were estimated to exhibit strikingly

higher substitution rates and a lower ratio of nonsynony-

mous to synonymous substitution rates in the BRCA1 gene.

However, we have recently demonstrated that the model

of Goldman and Yang is unsuitable for measuring con-
text-dependent processes (Lindsay et al. 2008; Yap et al.

2010). Moreover, a confounding influence arising from dif-

ferent selective constraints affecting the amino acids encoded

by CpG was not explicitly addressed. Misawa and Kikuno

(2009) and Schmidt et al. (2008) both compared mutation

probabilities arising from CpG and non-CpG content for

the same amino acid exchanges using a parsimony-based

method. Misawa and Kikuno address the issue of amino-acid
properties by utilizing Grantham’s distances (Grantham1974)

but they did not develop significance testing for individual

genes or residues. Schmidt et al. (2008) found a substantially

elevated CpG nonsynonymous transition substitution rate by

comparing the same amino acid exchanges with or without

CpG context and reduced fixation probability for CpG non-

synonymous transitions by comparing the ratios of transition

rates within a CpG context to that of outside a CpG context
between nonsynonymous and other substitutions. The anal-

yses had a number of limitations. There were no formal

tests for statistical significance and background selective

constraints affecting CpG-encoded amino acids were not

adjusted for. Furthermore, since closely related primates were

used, concatenating substitutions from a large number of

genes was required. Using a CpG transition rate derived

from whole genomes is also not reasonable given substitu-
tion rate varies substantially across mammalian genomes

(Wolfe et al. 1989; Matassi et al. 1999; Lercher et al.

2001; Smith et al. 2002; Ellegren et al. 2003; Arndt et al.

2005). Finally, the critical step of identifying the individual

proteins and CpG codons most plausibly subjected to strong

negative selection has not yet been done.

Despite differences between the forward and reverse

nucleotide mutation rates operating in primate genomes,
the general time reversible (hereafter GTR, [Lanave et al.

1984]) variant of the conditional nucleotide frequency

(hereafter CNF) codon substitution model successfully dis-

tinguished neutral mutation processes from selection in

primates (Yap et al. 2010). In this paper, we modify the

codon model approach of Huttley (2004) to use this

CNF codon model form (Yap et al. 2010) to improve the

estimation of the mode of natural selection affecting
CpG-containing codons. The objectives were to assess

the extent of elevated CpG mutation properties within

coding sequences and whether CpG-encoded amino

acids were subjected to greater purifying selection than

an appropriately defined background rate. Using yeast,

whose genomes are putatively methylation free (Proffitt

et al. 1984), as a naturally occurring biological control,

we show that codon substitution models can formally
establish specific context-dependent mutation profiles

and distinguish unique selective constraints on a subset

of defined amino acids. We further present evidence of

stronger selective constraints on CpG codons by examining

disease-causing genes.

Candidate Phenotypically Significant CpG GBE
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Materials and Methods

Statistical Models of Codon Evolution

We employ the CNF matrix form to model codon evolution

(Yap et al. 2010). Several continuous-time Markov process

models have been defined for codon-based analyses and

their instantaneous rate matrices, conventionally denoted

Q, all share the following general definition for substitutions
between codons i and j.

qði; jÞ5
n
0 more than one difference
px � rði; jÞ otherwise

; ð1Þ

where r(i, j) is the product of rate parameters affecting

exchanges between the codons and px is an equilibrium fre-

quency. For instance, in a commonly employed codonmodel

form, r(i, j) includes combinations of the parameters x and j
for: synonymous transversions, r(i, j)5 1; synonymous tran-

sitions, r(i, j) 5 j; nonsynonymous transversions, r(i, j) 5 x;
and nonsynonymous transitions, r(i, j)5 j�x. The competing

model forms differ in their definition of px. The (Muse and
Gaut 1994, MG94) model uses the frequency of the nucle-

otide in codon j that differs from codon i, with the result that

the equilibrium codon frequencies are the product of nucle-

otide frequencies (normalized for the omission of stop co-

dons). This multiplicative feature of the MG94 model is

unlikely to be satisfied in coding sequences and has been

shown to bias parameter estimates (Yap et al. 2010). px
in the Goldman and Yang (1994, GY94) model is the fre-
quency of codon j, so the equilibrium codon frequencies

readily match those observed, but this formulation con-

founds the single nucleotide substitution event with the

frequency of other sequence states. This confounding has

the undesired effect of causing the GY94 model to show

context-dependent effects when they do not exist (Lindsay

et al. 2008). Therefore, parameter estimates in both the

MG94 and GY94 models can be biased by sequence com-
position. px in the CNF model, by contrast, is the frequency

of the nucleotide in codon j that differs from codon i, con-
ditional on the other two nucleotides in codon j, which can

be expressed as:

px 5

( p1jj2; j3 i1 6¼ j1; i2 5 j2; i3 5 j3
p2jj1; j3 i1 5 j1; i2 6¼ j2; i3 5 j3
p3jj1; j2 i1 5 j1; i2 5 j2; i3 6¼ j3

; ð2Þ

where i1, i2, i3, and j1, j2, j3 represent the nucleotide states at
the three codon positions in codon i and j, respectively. The
merit of the CNF model is that it nests the independent

substitution process but also allows equilibrium codon

frequencies to be nonmultiplicative (for a complete explana-
tion, see Yap et al. 2010).

A parameterization of the CNF form that included the

most general reversible nucleotide process (Lanave et al.

1984) has been established as being most suitable for the

estimation of evolutionary rates within codons (Yap et al.

2010). A striking feature of the mammal genomes is that
the type profile and total rate of neutral nucleotide substi-

tutions varies between regions and that this can confound

estimation of context-dependent rates (Yap et al. 2010).

Robust estimation of context-dependent rates was achieved

by including parameters from the most GTR nucleotide sub-

stitution model Yap et al. (2010). This GTR model employs

six separate parameters r(A, C), r(A, G), r(A, T), r(C, G), r(C,
T), r(G, T) to represent nucleotide exchanges within codon
models (Pond and Muse 2005; Yap et al. 2010). We omit

r(G, T) (thus constraining it to equal one) to calibrate the

matrix and scale Q so that time is measured as the expected

number of substitutions per codon (Yap et al. 2010). Return-

ing to the definition of r(i, j) in equation (1), in the interests

of simplifying the notation for the codon models employed

here, we use rGTR to represent the nucleotide GTR compo-

nent, for example, r(i, j)5 rGTR(i, j) is a synonymous rate and
r(i, j) 5 rGTR(i, j)�x a nonsynonymous rate. Finally, all models

employed satisfy the condition of reversibility (by constrain-

ing r(i, j) 5 r(j, i)) and stationarity (p does not change). This

completes the definition of the baseline codon model,

which we will subsequently refer to as CNFGTR.

The substitution dynamics of CpG-containing codons are

measured by adding parameters to the CNFGTR baseline.

How comparisons among these model forms are used
to make inference about biological process is described

in the next section. Here, we define the parameters used

to assess mutagenic propensities and then to measure se-

lective influences. We measure a common CpG mutation

effect as

rGTRþGði; jÞ5
n rGTRði; jÞ standard exchange
rGTRði; jÞ � G exchange involving a CpG

;

a CpG transition effect as

rGTRþG:Kði; jÞ5
n rGTRði; jÞ standard exchange
rGTRði; jÞ � G:K exchange involving

a CpG transition

ð3Þ

and both a common and transition-specific CpG effects as

rGTRþGþG:Kði; jÞ5 f rGTRði; jÞ standard exchange
rGTRði; jÞ � G exchange involving

a CpG
rGTRði; jÞ � G � G:K exchange involving

a CpG transition

How these parameters are interpreted is discussed in the

next section.

The influence of natural selection on CpG transitions was

measured by a parameter corresponding to the intersection

of nonsynonymous and CpG transition substitutions. The x

Ying and Huttley GBE
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parameter represents the common influence of natural se-
lection on the rate of substitution for all amino acids. The

amino acid exchanges, resulting from CpG transitions,

may also result from non-CpG events (table 1). For instance,

substitutions between alanine and valine can arise fromCpG

transitions (e.g., GCG 4 GTG) or not (e.g., GCA 4 GTA).

The rate of replacements between the 12 methylation-af-

fected amino acids (hereafter MAA, table 1) are likely to dif-

fer from the ‘‘average’’ amino acid exchange due to the
distinctive changes in physico-chemical properties. To assess

whether the positions at which the MAAs are CpG encoded

evolve differently from other MAA positions, we introduce

a parameter, a, to account for the substitution rate common

to the MAA amino acid substitutions listed in table 1.

rGTRþG:Kþ aði; jÞ5 f rGTRði; jÞ synonymous
rGTRði; jÞ � G:K synonymous

CpG transition
rGTRði; jÞ � x nonsynonymous;
rGTRði; jÞ � x � a MAA nonsynonymous
rGTRði; jÞ � G:K � x � a MAA nonsynonymous

CpG transition

Finally, the mode of natural selection affecting nonsynon-

ymous CpG transitions is measured using an analogous
definition to that of Huttley (2004). The parameter G.K.x
represents the rate of nonsynonymous CpG transitions rel-

ative to the background rate.

rGTRþG:KþG:Kxði; jÞ5 f rGTRði; jÞ synonymous
rGTRði; jÞ � G:K synonymous

CpG transition
rGTRði; jÞ � x nonsynonymous;
rGTRði; jÞ � G:K � x � G:K:x nonsynonymous

CpG transition

Distinguishing between the a andG.K.x terms is done by

defining an additional model that combines the above two

definitions. In that model, the G.K.x parameter is included

in cases where both G.K and a are present.

Hypothesis Testing

Likelihood ratio tests (LRTs) between nested hypotheses

were used to compare the models. The test statistic, com-

puted as LR5 2(ln Lalt� ln Lnull), is asymptotically distributed

v2 with degrees of freedom (hereafter, df) equal to the dif-

ference in number of free parameters between the null and

alternate hypotheses. Employing the standard assumptions
of time reversibility, stationarity, and homogeneity (between

codon positions and between branches), we determined the

set of parameter values in the evolutionary model that max-

imized the likelihood for each multiple alignment using the

method of Felsenstein (1981). The interpretation of the LRT

statistics and the associated parameter maximum-likelihood

estimates (MLEs) derives from the nested relationship be-

tween competing models. We illustrate this with reference

to the CNFGTR þ G.K model (eq. 3). By setting G.K 5 1, the

rates defined in equation (3) reduce to CNFGTR rates. The

interpretation of parameter MLEs therefore hinges on their

position relative to 1 and on the other parameters in the
model. For instance, values for G.K that are . 1 from the

CNFGTR þ G.K model would indicate CpG transition substitu-

tions occur at a higher rate than the baseline substitution

rate. We further emphasize here that these parameters

are being estimated across all aligned codon positions.

Given the strength of prior evidence supporting CpG

transitions as the dominant mutation process (Coulondre

et al. 1978; Cooper and Youssoufian 1988; Sved and Bird
1990; Krawczak et al. 1998; Sommer et al. 2001), we eval-

uated the contribution of CpG transitions to codon evolu-

tion by comparing the CNFGTR null hypothesis against the

CNFGTR þ G.K alternate. As these two models differ in just

one parameter (G.K), the probability of the observed, or

larger, LRT statistic occurring by chance is determined from

the v21 distribution. If the G.K term proved significant, we

then evaluated support for a distinct CpG transversion rate
by comparing the CNFGTR þ G.K null hypothesis against the

CNFGTR þ G.K þ G alternate, again comparing the LRT test

statistic to the v21 distribution. The sequential Bonferroni cor-
rection (Holm 1979) was applied to adjust for multiple tests.

Evaluation of selection effects on CpG substitutions

were also established through hierarchical hypothesis tests.

First, we are interested in whether CpG-containing codons

evolve at a rate that cannot be accounted for by the physico-
chemical properties of the amino acids alone. We address

this potential confounding by explicitly representing the

physico-chemical properties of the amino acids with the pa-

rameter a (as discussed above). We evaluated whether a dis-

tinctive nonsynonymous CpG rate existed by first comparing

the CNFGTR þ G.K null hypothesis against the CNFGTR þ G.K þ a

alternate followed by comparing CNFGTR þ G.K þ a against

CNFGTR þ G.K þ a þ G.K.x. We separately employed a more

Table 1

MAA Substitutions

Sub type aa sub. Codon sub.

CpG transitions A 4 V GCG 4 GTG

C 4 R TGC 4 CGC, TGT 4 CGT

H 4 R CAC 4 CGC, CAT 4 CGT

L 4 P CTG 4 CCG

L 4 S TTG 4 TCG

M 4 T ATG 4 ACG

Q 4 R CAA 4 CGA, CAG 4 CGG

R 4 W CGG 4 TGG

A 4 V GCA 4 GTA, GCC 4 GTC, GCT 4 GTT

Non-CpG

counterparts

L 4 P CTA 4 CCA, CTC 4 CCC, CTT 4 CCT

L 4 S TTA 4 TCA

R 4 W AGG 4 TGG

NOTE.—The MAAs are defined by amino acid substitutions resulting from CpG

transitions. The non-CpG counterparts are other codon substitution events that give

rise to the same amino acid substitution. Sub. type, substitution type; aa sub., amino

acid substitution; codon sub., codon substitutions.

Candidate Phenotypically Significant CpG GBE
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direct evaluation of the G.K.x parameter both to evaluate
the broad support for distinctive nonsynonymous CpG sub-

stitution rate and for predicting functionally important CpG

sites; comparing the CNFGTR þ G.K null against the CNFGTR þ

G.K þ G.K.x alternate hypothesis.

Model Fitting

The different substitution models were implemented using

standard features of PyCogent 1.5.0.dev (Knight et al.
2007). Numerical optimization of functions was done using

the Powell local optimizer using a maximum of five restarts,

exit tolerance of 10�8 and a maximum of 103 function eval-

uations. All functions were checked to ensure that they had

not exited due to exceeding the maximum evaluations limit

as this implies the function was not maximized (this condi-

tion did not occur). Substitution models were fit to each

alignment in a manner that ensured the alternate model
likelihood always improved over the null. The resulting

MLEs for model parameters were used as starting values

for the alternate model. For example, for each alignment,

the CNFGTR model was fit and the resulting MLEs used to

then fit CNFGTR þ G.K, with resulting MLEs used to then

fit CNFGTR þ G.K þ G. For all models, the equilibrium codon

frequencies (p) were estimated as the average codon fre-

quency across the observed sequences.

Predicting CpG-Encoded Amino acids Subjected to
Strong Purifying Selection

For genes where there was support for strong purifying

selection operating against CpG transitions (Ĝ:K:x,1), it

is of interest to identify the codons involved. One potential

approach to this classification problem is to use a mixture
model in which the alternate hypothesis defines two site

classes: 1) codons at which CpG substitutions are unre-

stricted and 2) codons where CpG substitutions are selected

against. There are a number of challenges in using such

a mixture model approach. A key limitation is that the in-

creased number of free parameters over the null reduces

statistical power, an effect exacerbated by the typically

low frequency of CpG dinucleotides. These models are also
well known to be difficult to fit numerically (e.g., see Wong

et al. 2004), a challenge again exacerbated by the low fre-

quency of CpG’s. Hence, we considered mixture models

impractical for the current case. As an alternative, we devel-

oped an approach that requires no additional model param-

eters to be specified. The LRT statistics described above

can be decomposed into the contributions from individual

codon positions. Codons whose evolution is markedly more
consistent with the alternate (compared with the null)

hypothesis will exhibit large positive position-wise LRTstatis-

tics (hereafter LRTP). Conversely, codons whose evolution

strongly contradicts the alternate hypothesis will exhibit

negative LRTP with large absolute magnitude. To assess

the LRTP that lay beyond that expected when the null hy-

pothesis is correct, we determined the 1st and 99th quan-

tiles of LRTp under the null from simulated alignments.

We used the LRT(5) statistic for this purpose since using

parametrically richer null models (e.g., CNFGTR þ G.K þ a)

can identify changes at non-CpG-encoded positions as

influential due to their support for elevation of rates at
non-CpG positions which is not of interest here.

Data Sampling

Sampling Protein-Coding Sequences. Ensembl release

56 (Hubbard et al. 2009) was queried for nuclear-encoded

primate protein-coding genes with one-to-one orthologs in

the primate species Homo sapiens, Pan troglodytes,Macaca
mulatta, and Pongo pygmaeus. We excluded genes if the

(Ensembl defined) canonical transcript for any one of the
species was ,900 nucleotides in length or the gene could

not be translated using the standard genetic code.

We used a parallel analysis of yeast genes as a natural bio-

logical control because budding yeast does not methylate its

DNA (Proffitt et al. 1984). Yeast nuclear protein-coding

FIG. 1.—Distributions of CpG substitution parameter MLEs from

primate and yeast. Ĝ:K is the MLE for G.K from the CNFGTR þ G.K model

where LRT(1) was nominally significant (P , 0.05). Ĝ is the MLE for

G from the CNFGTR þ G.K þ G model where both LRT(1) and LRT(2) were

nominally significant (P , 0.05). Frequency is the number of significant

alignments whose MLE lay within the indicated bin. The vertical dotted

blue line corresponds to the Parameter having no effect. MLE estimates

. 15 were collapsed into the 15þ bin.

Ying and Huttley GBE
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genes were sampled from four closely related species,
namely Saccharomyces cerevisiae, S. paradoxus, S. mika-
tae, and S. bayanus (fig. 1). Orthologous yeast sequences
were downloaded from the Saccharomyces Genome Data-

base. Each downloaded file is an alignment from the four

yeast species corresponding to one S. cerevisiae open read-

ing frame and its flanking sequences provided by Kellis

et al. (2003). In the file, coding sequences were distin-

guished by uppercase letters; whereas noncoding sequen-
ces, including intergenic and intronic sequences, were

recorded in lowercase. To be consistent with the workflow

of primates, the yeast-coding sequences were extracted

and aligned using the PyCogent codon aligner (see below).

The criteria used for filtering primate coding sequences

were also applied.

Human SNPs. Allelic nuclear single nucleotide polymor-

phisms (SNPs) in sampled protein-coding sequences were

obtained from the Ensembl variation database (Hubbard

et al. 2009) using PyCogent (Knight et al. 2007). This data-

base includes SNPs from National Center for Biotechnology

Information (NCBI) dbSNP and other sources, such as the

supporting databases for the Affy GeneChip 100 k Array.
Both validated (genotyped for a certain number of individ-

uals within a population) and nonvalidated SNPs were con-

sidered. We used the more recent release 57 rather than

Ensembl release 56 as we identified a substantial number

of errors in flanking sequences obtained from the latter

release compared with the NCBI records (result not shown).

Each SNP was classified by its effect on the corresponding

codon as synonymous or nonsynonymous. The 5’ and 3’
flanking sequences of a SNP were used to determine

whether it was within a CpG dinucleotide. For example,

an A/G SNP including flanking sequence of 5’-C [A/G] G-

3’ is a CpG allele, whereas 5’-T [A/G] G-3’ is not.

Sequence Alignment. Orthologous codon sequences

were aligned using the built-in progressive Hidden Markov

Model alignment algorithm of PyCogent (Knight et al.

2007). This algorithm is motivated by the approach devel-

oped by Loytynoja and Goldman (2005), which has been
argued to provide a better solution than traditional align-

ment algorithms that typically overmatch sequences by un-

derestimation of insertions (Loytynoja and Goldman 2005).

In our case, we used the CNFHKY codon substitution model

(Yap et al. 2010) because it preserves the sequence reading

frame and distinguishes transition from transversion and

nonsynonymous from synonymous substitutions with just

two exchangeability parameters. In our case, the alignment
method used pairwise distances estimated using the pro-

vided codon model to estimate a phylogenetic tree using

the Neighbor Joining algorithm. This tree, along with the

median MLEs for x and j from the pairwise estimates were

used in the progressive alignment step.

Quantifying the Role of Conserved Exonic CpG in
HumanDisease. The NCBI OnlineMendelian Inheritance in

Man (OMIM) database was used to query disease-associated

genes. OMIM catalogues human genes and genetic disorders

with evidence from the literature (Antonarakis and McKusick

2000). Each gene record provides information like gene de-

scription, gene function, and gene structure. Some genes
have allelic variants which, according to the OMIM curation

process (Antonarakis andMcKusick 2000), is evidence a gene

has been associated with human disease. Although not all

allelic variants in OMIM cause disease, most alleles are related

to pathological disorders (Antonarakis and McKusick 2000).

Accordingly, we used genes with allelic variants to represent

disease-associated genes.

Gene OMIM accession numbers and associated symbols
were downloaded on 29 July, 2009. OMIM gene symbols

were then used to query the Ensembl database. If not found,

alternative symbols from the OMIM gene table were em-

ployed. This resulted in 11,129 humannuclear protein-coding

genes recorded in both the Ensembl and OMIM databases.

Among these genes, 7,629 were included in the sampled

primate alignments with 1,563 genes classified as disease

associated.

Source Code Availability

All scripts and data employed for this study are available on

request from the authors.

Results

Elevated CpG Transition Rate

Our analyses of primate genes provided the expected sup-

port for elevated CpG transition rates and modest support

for a CpG transversion effect. Although a substantial 66%

of primate genes showed nominal (P , 0.05) significance,

the proportion of genes significant for LRT(1) after correct-

ing for multiple tests dropped substantially to 17% (table 2).

We suggest this reflects relatively low statistical power in the

primate data set due to a low of divergence and typically
reduced frequencies of CpG-containing dinucleotides. The

number of alignments exhibiting a common CpG effect

(G), when only genes significant after the test correction

were considered, was,1%, indicating only modest support

for a distinct CpG transversion rate affecting primate genes.

The distribution of parameter MLEs from nominally signif-

icant alignments were consistent with the elevation of both

CpG transition and transversion substitutions. The distribu-
tion of G:K̂ from LRT(3) (fig. 1) with nearly all MLEs. 1 sup-

ports CpG transitions having an elevated rate of substitution

over other substitution types, consistent with biochemical

evidence of the hypermutability of CpG putatively arising

from 5mC. We considered Ĝ from only those genes where

both LRT(1) and LRT(2) were nominally significant. The
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distribution of theseMLEs were also typically. 1, again sup-

porting an elevated CpG transversion rate at these genes in

primates. It is noteworthy that amoderate number of Ĝwere

, 1, indicating significant suppression of CpG substitutions
for a number of genes. These observations highlight the fact

both the Ĝ:K and Ĝ remain potentially confounded by the

influence of natural selection in the CNFGTR þ G.K and CNFGTR

þ G.K þ Gmodels. Suppression of the general CpG substitution

rate may reflect the operation of strong purifying natural se-

lection at those genes. Consistent with this interpretation,

a substantial fraction (44/131) of the genes with Ĝ,1 that

were nominally significant for both LRT(1) and LRT(2) were
also nominally significant for LRT(5) with G:K̂:x,1.

The primate results starkly contrast with those from

our parallel analyses on the yeast negative control data.

Focusing on the % of genes significant after multiple test

correction, we did not observe a single yeast gene at which

G.K was significant for LRT(1). This result is consistent with

the absence of a distinctive CpG transition rate in yeast. We

point out the absence of a significant G.K effect in yeast
was despite the yeast data having considerably greater

statistical power than the primate data to detect such

effects (see supplementary material, Supplementary Material

online). Despite this lack of support for distinctive mutagenic

processes operating on CpG in yeast, we present the distribu-

tions of Ĝ and Ĝ:K from nominally significant yeast genes as

a point of comparison with the results from primates (fig. 1).

Evidence for a Distinctive CpG Nonsynonymous
Substitution Rate

In protein-coding sequences, the context dependence of
mutagenic processes are entangled with the selective

constraints operating on the sequences. As a consequence,
it was necessary to distinguish the contribution to CpG sub-

stitution rate arising from mutation and natural selection.

One way in which natural selection may confound estimates

of CpG mutation processes or selection profiles specific

to CpG-containing codon positions is if the amino acid

exchanges that characterize CpG transition events them-

selves have distinctive rates due to the changes in physi-

co-chemical properties. We specifically evaluated this
possibility through defining the a rate parameter which as-

signed a distinctive nonsynonymous substitution rate com-

mon to all MAA exchanges. The role of selection operating

on positions whose encoding involved CpG dinucleotides,

a subset of the MAA exchanges, was represented by the

G.K.x parameter.

The analyses of primate alignments indicate that a distinct

nonsynonymous substitution rate exists at CpG-encoded co-
dons that is not attributable to just selection on amino acid

properties. Significant support for distinctive selection af-

fecting MAA was evident at only a small number of genes

(table 2 LRT(3)). Of those genes with a significant LRT(3) (for

a) after correcting for multiple tests, a subset were also sig-

nificant (after correcting for multiple tests) for LRT(4). The

latter result confirms that the encoding of MAA does con-

tribute to their distinctive evolutionary process in primates.
The distributions of parameter MLEs determined from pri-

mate alignments (fig. 2) were dominantly , 1, indicating

the rate of nonsynonymous CpG transition substitutions

is suppressed relative to the common nonsynonymous sub-

stitution rate (x). In contrast, the analyses of yeast align-

ments suggested the MAA exchanges are not affected

by their encoding. A larger percentage of yeast genes were

significant for a, LRT(3), supporting a distinctive evolutionary
MAA substitution rate (table 2 LRT(3)). After correcting for

multiple tests, no yeast genes were significant for G.K.x,
(table 2, LRT(4)). The latter result is consistent with the ab-

sence of elevated CpG transition rate in this clade.

Table 2

LRTs for Distinctive Mutation and Selection Influences Affecting CpG-

Containing Codons

Clade LRT (#) Ho þParam % (P , 0.05)

% (Bonf

P , 0.05)

Primate 1 CNFGTR G.K 66.33 17.36

2 CNFGTR þ G.K G 17.63 0.82

3 CNFGTR þ G.K a 22.57 0.75

4 CNFGTR þ G.K þ a G.K.x 11.02 0.07

5 CNFGTR þ G.K G.K.x 22.50 1.03

Yeast 1 CNFGTR G.K 15.59 0.00

2 CNFGTR þ G.K G 9.20 0.00

3 CNFGTR þ G.K a 38.29 1.11

4 CNFGTR þ G.K þ a G.K.x 11.37 0.00

5 CNFGTR þ G.K G.K.x 18.12 0.16

NOTE.—The total number of alignments was 12,092 for primate and 2,533 for

yeast. Ho, null hypothesis; þParam, parameter added to null to make the alternate

hypothesis; % (P , 0.05), percent of total alignments significant at the nominal 0.05

level; % (Bonf P , 0.05), percentage of alignments significant after adjustment for

multiple tests. If the model was the first in a series, the adjustment was the total

number of alignments, if they were second in a series, the adjustment was for the

corrected significant number from the earlier result. For example, the correction for

primate LRT(1) was 12,092 but for LRT(2), it was the number of LRT(1) significant after

correcting for multiple tests, 2,099.

FIG. 2.—Selection affecting CpG-containing codons in primates.

MLEs were from CNFGTR þ G.K þ G.K.x þ a for genes with nominally

significant LRT(5) (P , 0.05).
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The combination of results from primates, which methyl-
ate their DNA, and from yeast, which do not methylate

their DNA, endorse the role of 5mC in affecting distinctive

position-specific selection at CpG-containing primate codons.

Genes with Significant Suppression of Nonsynon-
ymous CpG Changes Are Enriched in OMIM
Disease-Causing Genes

The suppression of nonsynonymous CpG changes in pri-
mate suggests functional significance at such CpG posi-

tions, which increases the likelihood of disorders if

mutations occur. This hypothesis was tested from the fre-

quencies of disease association in CpG effect and non-

CpG effect genes. CpG effect genes were those where

the overall rate of CpG transitions was elevated (significant

LRT(1) with G:K̂ . 1) but the rate of nonsynonymous CpG

transitions was suppressed (significant LRT(5) with Ĝ:K:x ,

1). Among sampled OMIM genes, 1,361 genes are CpG ef-

fect genes with 321 genes being disease associated. Accord-

ingly, the sampled OMIM genes were classified into four

categories (table 3). Using a Fisher’s Exact test, the genes

whose CpG codons exhibited higher mutation rate and

stronger purifying selection were significantly enriched for

association with human disease.

Classification of Constrained CpG Positions

We developed a novel strategy for the identification of

exonic CpG positions likely to encode important functional

properties. Our approach uses the position-wise likelihood
ratio statistic (LRTP) from LRT(5) (see Materials and Meth-

ods). The position-specific statistics are computationally

efficient, straightforward to obtain from maximized likeli-

hood functions and allow a relatively straightforward inter-

pretation of the resulting statistic. We use these statistics

to identify codon positions that contributed substantially

to the significant LRT(5) result. Prior to discussion of the

genome-wide distribution of selectively constrained CpG
positions, we illustrate its application to the F8 gene for

which disease-associated CpG polymorphism have been re-

ported (Krawczak et al. 1998; Antonarakis et al. 2000).

The distribution of LRTp for F8 (fig. 3) discriminates func-

tionally constrained from neutral candidates by strong

positive and negative LRTp, respectively. LRT(5) compares

the null model of CNFGTR þ G.K. against the alternate of

CNFGTR þ G.K þ G.K.x. As the distribution of G:K̂:x from these

tests in primates were predominantly , 1, a large LRTp sta-

tistic indicates suppression of nonsynonymous CpG substi-

tutions compared with an unrestricted occurrence of
synonymous CpG substitutions. Furthermore, codon posi-

tions that provide support for the alternate hypothesis

should exhibit a positive LRTP. Codon positions that do

not support the alternate hypothesis will be more consistent

with the null and are expected to exhibit negative LRTP. The

‘‘significance’’ of an individual LRTP was evaluated by com-

parison to a distribution of LRTp produced from a parametric

bootstrap procedure (see Materials and Methods), and the
1st and 99th quantiles for the null distributions LRTP statis-

tics are shown as the red lines above and below LRTP5 0. As

expected, for F8, the largest LRTP fell on codon positions at

which a synonymous substitution had occurred within the

CpG (indicated by star symbol, fig. 3). Only one codon with

a synonymous CpG substitutions exhibited LRTP , 0 (fig. 3).

Conserved codons for which no substitution was recorded

also exhibited a positive LRTP but thesewere typically smaller
in magnitude and a small number of codons did not follow

this pattern. The smaller magnitude LRTP for conserved CpG

derives from the fact that such a state has two possible

‘‘causes’’: no mutation occurred and thus there has been

no opportunity for natural selection or strong purifying se-

lection. In either case, the absence of change at an other-

wise hypermutable base contributes to the G:K̂:x , 1.

The large positive LRTP at synonymous CpG sites also reflects
their contribution to G:K̂:x,1 as such changes strongly

suggest these dinucleotides have been methylated, have

mutated, and that natural selection has prevented nonsy-

nonymous changes from being fixed. Also illustrated in

figure 3 is that not all CpG-containing codons fit these basic

FIG. 3.—Identification of phenotypically influential CpG-contain-

ing codons in F8. Horizontal red lines—are the 1st and 99th quantiles

of LRTp from data simulated under the null hypothesis; yellow

triangle—codons with conserved CpG; magenta star—codons with

synonymous CpG substitutions; green diamond—codons with non-

synonymous CpG substitutions.

Table 3

Genes Identified with Suppression of Nonsynonymous CpG Substitu-

tions Were Enriched in OMIM

Nondisease

Associationa

Disease

Associationa Pb

Non-CpG effectc 5,026 1,242

CpG effectc 1,040 321 1.14 � 10�3

a
Disease association status was defined according to presence/absence of an

allelic variant in the OMIM record.
b
The probability from a Fisher’s Exact test that frequency of CpG effect genes in

the disease association class is the same, or lower, than the frequency in the

nondisease class.
c
Both LRT(3) and LRT(5) were nominally significant, Ĝ.K from LRT(3) was. 1 and

GK̂ x from LRT(5) was , 1.
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patterns. The cause for LRTP , 0 are the values of other pa-

rameters in the model: the CNFs, the rGTR, x, and G.K terms.

As r terms are affected by other parameters in the model, in-

clusion ofG.K.x is most noticeably going to affectx,G.K, and
the r(A, G), r(C, T) parameters, potentially decreasing the

accuracy of rate estimates for other transition substitutions.

Based on the detailed inspection of LRTP from F8 and
other genes, we defined an ordinal ranking of exonic

CpG with respect to their potential impact on human phe-

notype (table 4). A number of factors limit the value of

applying the current statistical modeling framework to

quantifying the potential phenotypic impact of CpG muta-

tions. First, the statistical power to detect suppression of

nonsynonymous CpG substitutions differs between genes.

These differences can arise from low divergence rates be-
tween species, low CpG frequency, and/or a short gene

length. Each of these will have the effect of reducing the

number of detectable events from comparisons between

the primate species. Second, the statistical modeling frame-

work has the limitation of not counting events occurring

within CpG that span codon boundaries. For these reasons,

we devised an ordinal ranking scheme to provide a relative

indicator of the potential for mutations within a human CpG
to contribute to disease. A higher rank indicates a CpG that

has likely been historically subjected to strong purifying

selection and thus a genetic variant at the CpG is considered

more likely to be deleterious. CpG within genes showing a

nominally significant LRT(5) were given strongerweight than

other genes because this test directly assesses the existence

of distinctive selection opposing CpG variation. Genes that

fail this test, however, should not be entirely discounted as

the failure may reflect low statistical power as discussed
above.Within a gene, any CpG that has undergone a synon-

ymous substitution is weighted more strongly than a CpG

which has not. Obviously in the latter case, the potential

for such positions to exhibit genetic variation depends on

whether a CpG remains within humans. Conserved CpG

exonic positions should be ranked highly but less than those

exhibiting synonymous change. Codons exhibiting nonsy-

nonymous variation should be given a low ranking, espe-
cially if changes occurred in multiple lineages. The results

of this classification are available as a supplementary data

file (Supplementary Material online) for display as a custom

track on the UCSC genome browser.

Discussion

Our analyses firmly support a 5mC-derived shift in mutation-
selection balance in primate protein-coding genes indicating

that CpG-containing codons play a disproportionate role in

human disease. The elevation of CpG transitions was iden-

tified as a general feature affecting primate protein-coding

gene evolution. Moreover, strong purifying natural selection

specifically targeting CpG-containing codons was also evi-

dent for a substantial fraction of human genes. We further

established that genes subjected to significant purifying
selection opposing CpG variation are enriched for disease

association. The robustness of these results was endorsed

by the absence of equivalent signals in our parallel analyses

of the yeast clade which, since it lacks 5mC, served as our

biological control.

After correcting for multiple tests, our analyses of the

yeast data did not provide support for a distinctive muta-

genic influence associated with CpG dinucleotides (table 2
LRT(1),LRT(2)). For genomes free of CpG methylation with

no impact from other evolutionary forces on CpG sites, these

dinucleotides should evolve at the same rate as that of the

background. We therefore expected few, if any, yeast genes

to display statistical support for the term. Consistent with

this, the proportion of yeast genes significant after multiple

test correction was 0 (table 2 LRT(1),LRT(2)). Coupled with

the greater statistical power of yeast data (see supplemen-
tary material, Supplementary Material online), these results

confirm no mutagenic distinction of the CpG dinucleotide in

yeast. The absence of support for a distinctive role for CpG

dinucleotides in our negative biological control affirms the

suitability of the statistical modeling framework for evaluat-

ing methylation-associated phenomena in the primate clade

where DNA methylation does occur.

Our analyses of yeast identified distinctive evolutionary
rates for the MAA. That â was predominantly less than 1,

indicates that the amino acid exchanges involving the MAA

are generally less permissive than the common nonsynony-

mous substitution rate (represented by x) affecting all amino

acids. Importantly, the a parameter conferred the largest

Table 4

Ranking of Exonic CpG for Potential Deleterious Impact of Genetic

Variation

Rank Criteria Numbera

1 No CpG in

humans

185,919

2 CpG in humans but nonsynonymous

changes in other species or nonsynonymous in

humans at a codon position not within the CpG

222,582

3 CpG in humans with nonsynonymous

SNP, CpG is minor allele

5,630

4 Conserved CpG 359,388

5 CpG in humans with synonymous change in

human or other species or with SNP,

CpG is major allele

123,896

6 Conserved CpG within gene showing a

nominally significant LRT(5)

102,738

7 CpG in humans with synonymous change in

human or other species within gene showing a

nominally significant LRT(5) or with human

SNP where CpG is major allele

42,057

NOTE.—From 14,348 genes, there were 1,042,210 exonic CpG. Number is the

total of CpG at each rank.
a
CpG within humans satisfying criteria.
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improvement to model fit in yeast for any parameter (table 2
LRT(3)). After the multiple test correction, none of the genes

significant for a were also significant for G.K.x. As our hy-
pothesized suppression of CpG substitutions by natural selec-

tion will also lead to parameter estimates for G.K.x , 1, a

common MAA effect on nonsynonymous CpG substitution

rates is potentially confounding and needs to be considered

in analyses of genomes where methylation occurs.

Results from our analyses of primate genes were strik-
ingly different to those from yeast, supporting a systemic

influence of hypermutable CpG across primate genes. That

transitions are the major methylation-induced mutations

was confirmed by a substantially elevated rate of CpG tran-

sitions over the background for the majority of primate

genes. As spontaneous deamination of 5mC results in T,

CpG transitions can simply arise either from unrepaired T/

G mismatches being incorporated during DNA replication
or ‘‘incorrect’’ repair on the opposite strand, which produces

a T/A pair from the original C/G pair. Both situations create

permanent transition mutations in the cell. Thus, the ob-

served dominant transition effect on CpGs is concordant

with the expected methylation-derived mutations.

Although far fewer primate genes showed support for an

elevated CpG transversion rate, the number of genes signi-

ficant after correcting for multiple tests was still substantial
(table 2 LRT(2)) and suggests either confounding with selec-

tive influences or additional mutagenic outcomes other than

just 5mC deamination. One possiblemutagenic cause is base

misincorporation during DNA repair. Compared with DNA

replication, DNA repair processes tend to be error prone,

possibly due to the use of low-fidelity DNA polymerases

(Johnson et al. 2000). Thus, the high 5mC deamination rate

may be accompanied with a high probability of complete re-
placement during DNA repair and lead to a high CpG trans-

version rate. The other possibility is that CpG sites are DNA

damage hotspots irrespective of methylation status. For in-

stance, CpG has been identified as a preferred target of ox-

idative damage (Radford and Lobachevsky 2008). Oxidative

reactions are one of the major mechanisms of DNA damage

and some of these predominantly produce transversions, for

example, 8-OH-dG (Cheng et al. 1992). Thus, an elevated
CpG transversion rate may reflect oxidative mechanisms.

Our analyses of primate genes support the hypothesis

that CpG-encoded MAA are more likely to affect trait evo-

lution than their non-CpG counterparts (table 1). The frac-

tion of primate genes exhibiting significant support for

strong purifying selection operating on CpG-encoded

amino acids was approximately an order of magnitude

larger than that evident in yeast. Like the case for yeast,
a was predominantly less than 1 in primates, suggesting

that the amino acid exchanges involved in MAA are gener-

ally less permissive than other amino acids. Even after taking

account of the common selective constraints against the

MAAmodeled by a, CpG codons were further distinguished

from non-CpG codons by stronger purifying selection
(fig. 2). The decreased rate of CpG nonsynonymous ex-

changes is consistent with our hypothesis that the CpG-

encodedMAA occupy functionally significant positions. This

conjecture was supported by the significant enrichment of

CpG-effected genes with diseases (table 3).

Motivated by these results, we devised an ordinal ranking

system (table 4) for classifying CpG dinucleotides within the

human genome. An ordinal approach was required because
the codon substitution model classes treat neighboring co-

dons as independent and thus CpG dinucleotides that span

codon boundaries (e.g., NNC GNN) are not considered. Fur-

thermore, a number of genes were excluded from our sub-

stitution modeling analyses due to incomplete data in the

other species or they were too short. In addition to reducing

statistical power to detect CpG effects, this model property

precludes formal estimation of nucleotide position-wise
statistics (e.g., LRTp). The question of how to model transi-

tion probabilities on neighboring codons within a CpG and

non-CpG dinucleotide needs further examination.

Application of the scoring system identified 1,042,210

CpG’s within the human genome and identified 144,795

CpG with the highest risk (ranks 6 and 7). We emphasize

that the SNP-based ranking system only utilizes information

regarding CpG-related processes. As a result, SNPs that do
not result from CpG decay can receive a low rank and yet

may cause disease. Such is the case for rs28935207 within

the F8 gene. We also note that while the ranking system

drew on whether a gene returned a significant result for

the LRT(5), this test is conservative because it is affected

by both the length of the gene and the divergence between

orthologs. The number of genes showing a significant CpG

effect was limited by statistical power in primates. Because
the sampled yeast genes diverge further than primate genes,

the statistical power is greater for the yeast data than that

for primates (see supplementary material, Supplementary

Material online). It was clear that when the CpG transition

rate is 2-fold higher than the background, it has a 98%

chance of being detected in yeast but only an;60% chance

in primates. In addition, sequential LRTs further reduce the

number of significant genes at later hypothesis tests. A com-
pensation for the lack of statistical power in primates is the

alignment length. With more columns to be counted, larger

genes are more likely to be significant in LRTs. This was evi-

dent in that CpG-affected genes with (or without) disease as-

sociation were generally larger than overall OMIM allelic

genes (data not shown). This limitation will result in a failure

to detect some smaller genes with a significant CpG effect.

Despite these limitations, however, our results indicate the or-
dinal classification system, which is applied independent of

alignment properties, is robust. Examination of the relation-

ship between the highest ranked CpG dinucleotides and dis-

ease associationwas also strikingly significant (P, 1� 10�15,

see supplementary material, Supplementary Material online).
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Our estimate of the magnitude of influence exerted
by CpG-related substitutions on nonsynonymous variation

in primate genomes is likely to be an underestimate. The

statistical power to detect an elevated CpG transition rate

was much greater in yeast than primates (supplementary ma-

terial, Supplementary Material online). In light of this, our pri-

mate analyses likely exhibit a high Type II error rate.

Consequently, many of the genes that were nominally signif-

icant (table 2, LRT(1), LRT(5)) but not significant after themul-
tiple test correction,may be truly CpG effect genes. Resolving

the classification of individual genes may be possible with the

increasing availability of other primate genomes. An increase

in number of taxa would refine both the classification of CpG

effect genes and also the assignment of ranks to individual

human CpG dinucleotides. For the analyses of nonprimate

lineages, comparable evaluations of statistical power to those

we undertook (supplementary material, Supplementary Ma-
terial online) will be required.

As the CpG dinucleotide is overrepresented in human

SNPs, genetic variants within this dinucleotide are expected

to be abundant in genome resequencing studies. By inte-

grating the evolutionary history at CpG positions, we have

endeavored to improve the prediction of functionally signif-

icant genetic variants. Our results specifically identify a large

number of genomic positions at which genetic variants are
candidates for disease association studies. Utilization of this

classification should improve the statistical power of disease

association studies.

Web Resources

PyCogent, for genome analysis, http://pycogent.sourceforge.
net/.

The Ensembl genome browser, http://www.ensembl.org.

Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM), http://

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Omim/.

Alternative symbols from the OMIM gene table, http://

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Omim/Index/genetable.html.

The multiple sequence alignments from the

Saccharomyces Genome Database, ftp://genome-ftp.
stanford.edu/pub/yeast/sequence/fungal_genomes/

Multiple_species_align/other/MIT_Spar_Sbay_Smik_Scer.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary material is available at Genome Biology and
Evolution online (http://www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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